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Introduction 

The man is magnificent in his permanent and uncontainable scientific and technical 

progress, in his research of nature and himself, in his constant search and perception of the 

truth. Admiring all this, at the same time we started to be afraid of this enormous advance as 

the man tends to forget the moral judgement of his action and he lost the unique vision of 

himself and his deepest mistery in the world . Therefor巴， the topic of human dignity or the 

dignity of an individual is imposed as a crucial question of the life itself and especially of the 

human life 

What gives the man dignity which he permanently a吐ributes to himself? Why do people 

feel the need and duty to help other people similar to them? We can witness the fact that today 

there are many international institutions and organizations that try to help people in the fight 

against hungar, in disease prevention and against violence. 

There is always one answer, seen from the religious or humanist point of view: the man 

and his dignity. Human dignity is an universally accepted term for all people and it is essential 

while talking about freedom, justice and peace. It is a specific mark only for people which 

makes them equal and raises them above other beings on the earth. The man has the right on 

the food , protection and help of congeneric species. According to this, the General declaration 

on human rights says that all people have the same dignity and the same rights 

Human dignity seems to be a principle related to the protection of life, health and 

scientific research on man. However, it is much more difficult to define this term and its basis 

Is human dignity objective or it is based on cultural values which change throughout the 

history? 

Can human dignity be found in his self-determination as opposed to the power of a 

society 口r the state? What does philosophy say about dignity and what Christian teology? 

Which are bioethical implications for today's world? 
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1.Human dignity: conception 

While speaking about human dignity, a question should be asked: what is it based on? 

As the man is a pe悶。n ， carrier of some rights and duties which are realized in a society, it is 

important to explain the basic terms in order to understand the right meaning of the temn 

human dignity. Today the temn of human dignity is present in legislati凹， such as international 

declarations and constitutions of some states, starting with UNESCO, General Declaration on 

Human Rights, World Health Organizati凹 ， Council of Europe etc. AII these declarations and 

constitutions seem to have the same ethical inspiration: to protect human dignity. Human 

dignity is a principle related to the protection of Ii怡 ， health and research itself 

The General Declaration on Human Righ峙， issued on December 10, 1948, in its first 

article says:>>AII people are born free and equal in dign ity and rights >> 1. The concept of human 

dignity seems to be closely connected with the idea of basic rights and that is the reason why 

every man has 白白in rights.
2 

As human dignity is a basis and precondition for all the rights 

that should be provided, it is inevitable to examine it 

1.1 Roman conception of human dignity 

For the Romans, the term αhuman dignity>> meant the degree, the position or the power 

possesed. It is a role a parson has in the society. In this sense the word dignitas has two 

aspects. The first refers to distinction (distinguo), i.e. something that differs a man from 

somebody else, especially while speaking about social position. The other aspect refers to a 

virtus, i.e. an efficient merit a person got and therefore has dignitas as a position that requires 

honour and respect
3 

It is well known that one of the most precious values of the roman 

society ordered to each citizen to build his own and family dignity.
4 

It socialized the temn 

dignity which is present even today 

According to one definitionαdignity >> is a generosity a man has due to his pOs惱。n ，

1 Comp. United Nations. General Declaration on Human Rights. Text according to: Human 

Rights -Human digni旬" Phylosophic-thieological reflections. I.Koprek (ed). FTI, Zagreb, 

1999, p. 11 

2 Comp I.Macan, Covjek i njegovo dostojanstvo. Razmisljanje 0 Ijudskih pravima. In:Ljudska 

prav昌 ， p.80 

3 Compare United nations, General Declaration on Human Rights, text according Human 

rights-human dignity, philosophical and theological considerations. Koprek, 1., FTI, Zagreb 

1999, p.11 

4 Comp. Das Staatsdenken der Romer, Munchen, 1973 
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quality of his own temper which should be respected by himself. This definition is present 

today when we are told to pay attention to our dignity or we consider that somebody has lost 

his honour and dignity 

The term dignity is given to the whole picture that a man has about himself in publ眩， eg 

his face expresses dignity. Occas阻nally， dignity, as a term, is applied to the service a man has 

in the society Uudge, bishop) and sometimes is impressed on arms. However, in the classical 

period there is no notion about 的e legal term, but about ideo/ogic one. J 

Dignity is not synonymous with power, as the power can force to obedience and dignity 

makes us respect it at will. In this sense, dignity can be hurt eas旬， but it remains 

indestructible 

1.2 Dignity according to biblical conception 

Judeo-Christian tradition strongly emphasizes human dignity, which is based on its 

revelation , i.e. on theology. Namely, according to this vision a man has no dignity by himself, 

but it is given to him by somebody who made him for love (compare Post 1.31). The human 

dignity becomes a feature of human nature, which results from God's mercy. The man is an 

only being on the Earth that God talks to directly. This is a sign of sublime dignity which cannot 

be taken from a man. It 阻 God's gift and therefore it is good by itself. Who has this dignity is 

raised above other creatures, but he became responisble to God on whose own image he has 

been made (Post 1,26) 

The impo內ance of human dignity is not in the fact that God created it, because God 

created all other creatures, but in his similarity to God. The man got the highest dignity which is 

based on similarity. Dignity unifies the man with God because it reflects God's essence and 

places him on the top of all creatures. At the same time, it is the end of the period of cosmic 

chaos. The act of creating a man , as God's decision, is very interesting. The life, 0何ered to a 

man by the God, is a gift in which God gives to his creature a pa忱。f himself. The man 

becomes a living soul 

The man is a creature that God created for himself, as his interlocutor and co-creator, 

and the man was created in the image and likeness of God. He is a sublime dignitary 

although he remains a created, dependent and confined creature. The man finds his 

dependance and confinement in the very nature of creation. The Bible wants to emphasize the 

main fact: the personal God, God of communication places in front of himself a man-the 

pe悶。n who is oriented to his relationship with others (God , brother, nature). Di何erently 甘om

the Greek man, who tends to define all the things, to determine their essence and to consider 

them separarely in ontologic prospection , the Biblic man tends to talk and describe his 

relations (historic prospective). Therefore, the Bible never defines God, nor man or the world , 

1 Comp. F. Bartolom凹， p. 88 , note 2 
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but it mentions only the stories which speak about the relations with God, man and the world 

The man is node of all relations: he is nefes (understood in our sense of a person), in his 

relation to God he is ruah (ghost) and in his relation to the others and the wo叫d he is basar 

(body). These stories show that the man conceives himself as an active, creative and 

responsible creature. He is not an absolute master of himself or of the life in the world, but only 

a responsible administrator. He does not create ex nihilo, only God does 5口， and the man 

con甘ols

The Cristianity emphasizes another fact: al的ough 的e man is created 仰的e image 

and likeness of God, he has lost his dl旬nity due to his sin, he damaged this image and 

needed somebody who could restore his dl旬nity. Jesus Christ could do it and he became 

savior of the mankind 

1.3 Philosophic interpretations of human dignity 

Biblic and Christian conception of human dignity will be completed with the conception 

of man as a reasonable being. The mind makes the man what he is, it enables him to live 

moral旬 i . e . to direct his own life to good and bad. In this sense a man is an unique and 

unrepeatable being who posseses his dignity and can answer God in his wisdom and morality 

of his life. He is a subject wh口 freely and willingly takes the position of his moral demand 

The concept of wisdom is taken from Greek phylosophy, Platon first who considers a 

man an reasonable animal << trained for science海 and then from Aristotel who views a man as 

<<the only animal with mind>> which enables him to distinguish good from bad, right from wrong, 

useful from useless. Theref，。悶 ， the man has some << divine elemenl>> which elevates him and 

makes him moral 

1I can be said that throughout the Christian tradition human dignity is raised, protected 

and strenghtened due to this basic theologic conception 

SI. Thomas places the man on the top of all creatures in nature. The man is <<a person, 

the most pe斤ect thing in the nature, something that survives in its rational nature海 1 The man 

is created <<in the image and likeness of God>> and he can direct his commitments to God. It 

gives him sublime dignity.. In his cognition and love for God, the man respects God and 

repays him everything God gave to a man (according to the Book of Genesis and Wisdom ) 

(12,10) 

Famous G. Pico della Mirandola in his speech about human dignity glorifies the man's 

ability of self-determination. He is convinced that the man's greatness and dignity result from 

his constant effort to understand the sense of thing, to leam the real truth meditating about 

the universe and exploring it to understand its deepest sense. The man is center of the visible 

1 SI. Thomas, Contra Genetiles, 111 , 110.Persona significat id quod est perfectissimum in tota 

natura, scilicet subsistens in natura rationali努
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reality and can raise or fall which depends only on the man himself.1 

Christian-thomist conception of human dignity starts to change after the appearance of 

Enlightenment. The German phylosopher Kant was the first to do it. His attitude about human 

dignity is based on the concept of <<value紗 . He establishes the relation between the value and 

dignity. He starts from the fact that a man 陷 raised to the dignity of a person, i.e. above any 

other value and it cannot be considered a means to acieve our goals, but only the goal in itself 

It means that he posseses his dignity, his absolute inner value which makes other beings 

respect him as a goal which he has in himself, as a creature who posseses a value which is 

not relative as the prices, but always remains intrisec and has dignity. 2 

Kant considers that everything with its price can be substituted with the thing of the 

same value, while something that exceeds every p吋ce is always higher and has no counter

equali旬.， but only dignity. Dignity of a reasonable being consists of the fact that it is not 

subjected to any law that was not passed by itself. Therefo陀， morality is conditio sine qua non 

of the legal autonomy which is manifested in human dignity. Therefore, moral and humanity 

are the only things that have no price.
3 

Kant uses not only the terms <<means珍 and <<goal>> , but also <<value泌 and (<dignity浴

The term <<value>> derives from economy of that time, but it became a phylosophic concept 

The value was first evaluation of one thing compared to another. That's why values could be 

considered equal and transfoπn into prices. In Kant's phylosophy there is a value which can 

not be substituted ， ιe . value which has no price as it is not comparable. It is absolute or 

intemal value which becomes normative because it 臼n determine the price of all other things 

According to Kant such <<absolute論 or <<intemal務 value is dignity which exists only in man as a 

reasonable being. The man is a being which has its moral identi句， rationally-practi臼l

responsability to himself and ability to rational self-determination 

1 n this conception it is easy to understand the hyerarchy of values whose top and final 

goal is human dignity as an absolute value which can never be substituted. It di仟ers the man 

from other creatures so that it is to be recognized and respected. Such an order should not 

be denied by any reasonable being in the world and the peak is self -respect. It makes all the 

subjects equal 

Dignity should be recognized , but each individual should look for his own d 

despises others, despises himself too, because all people are members of the same 

humankind. In this way, Ego and Alter are equalled.
4 

1 Comp. G.Pico della Mirandola. Discorso sulla dignita dell'uomo. La scuola. Brescia. 1987 

2 Comp. N. abagnan口 ， Dizionario filosofico. Utet, Torin口， 1961 ， voce <<Dignita>> 

3 Comp. ibid 

4 Barolom凹， p.82 
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The first reaction to Kant's conception of human dignity is found in the French 

constitution of 1789 (French revolution) which announces that all p臼ple are bom free and 

equal. Dignity is related to <<human right恥 These two terms have been practically inseparable 

since then 

Luhmann defined human dignity as <<the condition of man's successful self-promotion 

of his own individual personali旬>>1 which gives a social dimension to the conception of human 

dignity. 

Podlech will emphasize the functional concept of dignity. Name旬， according to him the 

concept of dignity should be directed legally and understood in the context 口f

- personal and sociallife safety; 

- legal equality of all peop悟，

- protection of human identity and integri旬，

- limitation of the power of state towards an individual; 

- respect of one's body integrity. 2 

Some theologists at the end of 20th century develop the idea that a man can dominate his 

instincts by the power of his morality and it raises him above other beings and gives him the 

power of spiritual freedom, which is the peak of his dignity.3 

Even the 2nd Vatican Council remains faithful to the Biblic scheme and bases human 

dignity upon the creation, redemption and eshatologic encounter of the creature and the 

Creator in the ordeal 

1.4 Bioethical consideration of human dignity 

In the era of the intemet, cybemetics and genetics, human dignity has obtained an 

extremely important place. Today, we all tend to emphasize the human right to the freedom of 

communication and self - determination but also the right to our own dignity. We talk about the 

dignity to live and die, the patient's dignity etc. Dignity implies body and soul and while 

speaking about the man and human researches, his genetic code, it is required to determine 

some ethical rules and behaviour, but the legal principles as well 

A famous Italian lawyer Francesco d'Agostino says that all the contemporary 

phylosophe陷 and bioe咐icians frequently use the term human d旬nity. This has become the 

1 Comp. Bartolom凹， p.86 

2 Comp. Ibid. P.87 

3 Comp. B. schueller. L'uomo veramente uomo. La dimensione etica dell'uomo. EDI OFTES 

Palermo 1987 
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crucial word for them which appears in the Convention from Strasbourg on human rights and 

dignity where it is mentioned three times. I We can conclude that this term should become the 

basis of European bioethics. It could be a hidden common idea of European Committee for 

Bioethics (Cdbi), as well as the legal principles concerning the relation between bioethics and 

international law.
2 

However, a French physician and moral theologist Bruno Cadore noticed that the 

frequent use of this term is not followed by its clear interpretation, at least in legal terms 

According to his opinion the realization of decision making (on what should be done) in 

technomedical advance and the man's conception of the same advance should be closely 

related. Reference to dignity should not be an argument a priori because the principle of 

human dignity is the principle of experience and practical wisdom. We should never neglect 

the relation between human dignity and Creativity.3 

The question of dignity is not bioethical primary concern, but bioethics defined it. Apart 

from being a social topic, bioethics is a man's moral reflection over his new scientific powers 

The concept of human dignity, which should be related to ethical questions and dilemmas, 

requires to ask ourselves about <<something珍 in human nature that should be respected. The 

conception of human nature is closely connected with the man's wish to ,dive well務。r << 

blissfully丸 so his technical and scientific power which enables him to go deep into himself 

should respect it. Consequently, bioethical argumentation on dignity has three aspects 

1. dignity speaks about untouchableness of a person which is a true human reality; 

2. dignity means more than reality, i.e. it means the quality which obligates and requires 

unconditional respect; 

3. dignity means autonomous ability of a person who has become an object of 

treatment 

Cadore calls these aspectsαappeals for dignity)) which should not be infringed, 

especially when a person is unable or dependent of somebody else. In these conditions the 
4 

man's dignity as a patient should be recognized. ' The scientific development and advance is 

not a problem, as well as the eexperiments in the field of genetics and biomedicine. The real 

problem is present in the orientation of these sciences and in their attitudes about the life and 

the man 

1 Comp. F. D'Agostino. Bioetica e dignita dell'essere umano. In: C.M Mazzo間 ， Un quadro 

europeo per la bioetica? Leo S. Olschki ed. Firenze, 1998 

2 Comp. N.Lenoir_B. Mathieu. Les normes internationales de la bioethique. Put. Paris. 1998 

3 B.cadore, L'argument de la dignite humaine en ethique biomedicale. In:Le supplement, 

1994, n. 191 , p. 73-98 

4 Comp. Chiodi, tra cielo e terra. 11 sensi della vita a pa付ire dal dibattito bioetico. Cittadella 

Editrice. Assisi. 2002. p.101-112 
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2, Dignity and human expe吋ments

I would like to state a thought of C.S. Lewis from 1947 that the man will master himself 

with his own eugenics, prenatal condition, creating public opinion with the propaganda instead 

of real psychology. <<Human nature willlast surrender to a man秒 1
What is perrnitted or not permitted in science? Who should decide on the basic scientific 

criteria and how far should it develop? These are the actual questions discussed all around the 

world which provoke acrimonious debates? 

Scientists, phylosophers, ethicians, sociologists, physicians, theologists and the public 

pa吋cipate in the discussion. But, it is frequently forgotten that the most impo門ant is 

phylosophic question about the life, man and real values of human life and the life of all living 

creatures in the world. As we live in a pragmatic mentality, a question could be asked if the 

society is obliged to maintain old people who have become dependant of social help in order to 

decrease the food needs. Maybe in very near future a political party could be formed which will 

promote eutanasia as a social and economic policy? It is not only about politics and economics, 

but about greater moral values and questions 

Who can give the answers to today's scientists on what is absolutely right or wrong? 

Who can deterrnine and make a judgement on basic ethical principles when the modern 

societies are secularized and the religious principles are not listened to? In our w口rld decisions 

should be made and principles es旭blished ， because the science, connected to the interest of 

pro侃， will deterrnine its own rules which are deprived of human attitudes and ethical sensibility 

The answers should be found, as always when we speak about norrnative ethics, in two 

ethical and normative theories: deontologic and theleological. According to deontologic theory 

the moral judgement does not depend on the consequences which result from actions 

(∞ntrary to proportionalism), or the action is contra naturam or ex deffectu iuris in agente, i. e 

is the agent of the action peπnitted to do it? 

Theleologic theory is followed by those who judge according to the consequences 

(proportionalism) which derive from the actions, biotechnological science in this case 

In the case of biotechnology, as always when we speak about bioethics and normative 

ethics, there are two difficulties: one that refers to the evaluation of empiric data and the other 

that refe的 to axilogic data that should be applied 

In order to determine ethical principle in the field of bi 

1 C.S.Lewis. The Abolition of Man. New York. The Macmillan Company, 1947 
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this science, as well as genetic engineering 

If we know that this science is able to modity genes, to substitute and eliminate them, 

we should establish that it is contra naturam because the man intervenes in the natural 

process and modifies it according to his goals. However, it would be a c口ndemnation of 

genetic engineering and research which could be very useful to the mankind. Even if applied 

on a man, if the research is therapeutical, it can not be considered unpermitted, even less if 

applied in vegetative and animal world 

At this point we should mention the second deontologic princip峙， referred to by many 

other scientists and believers: illicitum ex detfectu iuris in agente (unpermitted because the 

agents has no rights on it) . It is not natural to modity and shift genes and the man has no right 

to do it. If considered biblically, the man has the right to change, adapt and repair the nature, 

but he has no right to interfere in the development, especially the genetic one. From this point 

of view every biotechnological procedure should not be permitted because the man has not 

got a permission and he disnupts the natural order. Therefore, biotechnology is unnatural and 

unpermitted 

Theleologically, the consequences of a procedure should be considered to establish if it 

is aimed to the improvement of an individual and mankind in general. While speaking about 

the application of genetic engineering on the vegetative world, it should be established if it is 

good and reasonable, therefore permi吐.ed ， if the research is aimed at the improvement of the 

mankind, such as food production 

It is quite the same with the research and application on the animal world. The animal 

has its valu巴 ， but when a superior value is threatened it becomes the value-means. It happens 

in cases when the man's health and wellbeing are threatened. According to this principle we 

eat meat Accordingly, trials on anima峙， important for man and his health are permitted , but 

the animals should not be hurt 

Taking into consideration technological science, we can conclude the following 

1. If is used in diagnostic procedures (diagnosis always follows the cognition and wants 

to establish what is healthy and what is ill) , it is permitted on ali living creatu悶， even 

the man 

2. If used in therapeutic procedures, biotechnology is permi吐ed ， because its main aim 

is to cure 

3. If used in alternative aims, i.e. to modity the natural process, create unknown 

plants or anima悟， especially in cases in which new creatures would destroy the 

natural ones and their development and the food would be harmful or poisonous to a 

man, it should not be pemi世ed

3. Some Christian principles 
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Ch吋stianity emphasizes that the man can be only an aim, but never a means of a 

research or a prócedure. The present Pope Benedict XVI says that << every new scientific 

discovery should serve the integral good of a person, with ∞nstant respect for his or her 

dignity>> 1 It means that genetic interventions should be based on certain principles respecting 

human dignity and integral good of a person. In this sense, determination of ethical principles 

in genetic interventions should consider the human complexity and great changes in the fields 

of genetics. It is well known that human dignity can not be related to human genes and his 

DNA, but the genes do not delete differences among human beings. Therefore, we talk about 

the principle of <<non-discrimination>> which is promoted in human rights, in phys阻1 and 

genetic factor5. This principle confirms the Christian view of human dignity which says that 

each man is the same and possesses the same dignity because it is made in the image and 

likeness of God (see Post, 1,26). According to Christian points of view, new information and 

cognition, as well as technical abilities shoul be accompanied by ethical questions and ethical 

principles. However, ethical questions are not answered, as genetics develops rapidly. 

Tomorrow other new questions will seek for answers 

Generally speaking, genetic engineering implies several ethical problems. The main 

problems can be related to 1. research , 2. diagnostic application, 3. therapeutic application 2, 

while recently the problem has been related to alternative engineering (eugenics). Accordingly, 

the ethical problems of genetic engineering are related to 

the safety of experimental laboratories 

drug research obtained by genetic engineering techniques, 

genetic diagnosis and new problems imposed by medical diagnostics; 

human genes invention or DNA sequences; 

human genome project; 

problems of prenatal diagnostics, cloning and human embryios experiments 
3 

Some Christian p而nciples should be the following 

1. Confident，旬lity. This principle should be based on the spirit of love which 時qU1陀S

confidence in human relationships. The protection of cofidentiality is impo仕ant for 

confidence. In order to protect the man's privacy, the data about his genetic 

constitution should be confindi呵 ， except in cases when the man decides to reveal 

them. It is obbligatory to reveal the information in a case when the harm can be done 

1 Adress of His Holliness benedict XVI , Dolentium Hominum, XXI , no. 61 , 2006 (1), p.7 

2 divided according Italian bioetician A. Se間， comp. L. Ciccone, Bioeti詞. Stor悶， pnncl阱，

questioni. Ares. Milano 2003, p. 206 

3 ibid., p. 207 
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by keeping the genetic information secrete. This principle is found in the Gospels 

according to Mt 7.12 and SI. Paul (FiI2.4) 

2. Truthfullness. Researchers are obliged to tell the truth. It means that while speaking 

about the results of a genetic research , the truth should be told to the pubblic and the 

individual as well , without holding out false hope 

3. Relieving and preventing pain and suffering. This is a human, but highly Cristian 

principle and duty. (comp. DJ; 0.38; Lk 9.2). Therefore, the main aim of human 

genetic intervention should be the treatrnent or prevention of diseases and pain and 

suffering relief. Genetic modifications of bodily or mental characteristics should be 

done with great care, in order to prevent the abuse and unknown biological risks 

4. Freedom of choice. The man is free and if able to make a reasonable decision, 

should decide whether or not undergo genetic testing. He should decide on the 

information obtained by genetic testing, except in cases when it can harm other 

people. The moral decision can include the avoidance of a known risk by giving up 

child-birth due to serious congenital defects. As such decisions about procreation and 

genetic testing are deeply person訓， a man should make them taking into 

consideration a general good 

5. Human dignity. People are m日re than a sum of their own genes. Human dignity 

cannot be decrased by genetic mechanisms. People should be treated with dignity 

and their individual quality should be respected and not divided according to their 

genetic heritage 
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